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LISTENING/WRITING

ANSWER KEY

Name: ___________________

Nº________

Objectives: Listening: Listen and answer the questions
Listen and answer true or false and correct
Listen and fill in the blanks.
Writing: Correct mistakes with proofreading symbols
Identify meaning of phrasal verbs and idioms
Write sentences with phrasal verbs and idioms.

LISTENING: ____________/10
I- Listen and answer True or false. Correct the false statements: (3pts)





The first boy’s family roots are from Jamaica : True
He thinks of himself as English : false : both English and Jamaican.
The girl has some Italian roots : true
Her family is from Venice, the city of romance : false/ Milan, the center of fashion and culture.

II- Listen and answer in Complete Sentences:
1. When did the first Cricket World Cup take place ? (1pt)
In the year 1975
2. Who won that year ? (1pt)
The West Windies won that year.
3. Did the speaker watch Ireland and England play? Explain. (1.5pts)
No, he couldn’t. He didn’t go to see them because he was only ten years old and tickets were very
expensive. He wanted to watch Ireland or England play, but Ireland weren’t in the competition and
England’s matches were all played in England.

4. What happened in the year 2007 ? Explain. (1.5pts)
In 2007 Ireland were allowed to play in the World Cup for the first time. It was played in the
West Indies, so I couldn’t go, but it was all on television.
III- Listen and fill in the blanks: (2pts)


I know, but we won’t have time tomorrow and the cake will ___still_______ be fine.



No, but I know a book with good _recipes_____________. It’s by Delia Smith and she’s a really
good___cookery_________ book writer.



It sounds a bit ___fattening____________. I’m not sure Mum will want to eat that.

WRITING : ____________/10
I- There are 10 mistakes in the following paragraph. Find and correct them using the appropriate
proofreading symbol, then rewrite the whole paragraph correctly: (5pts)
New Yorkers should be delighted, shouldn’t they? In fact many feel that New York is loosing its
identity. It used to be the city that never sleep. These day, it’s the city that never smokes, drinks or does
anything naughty (at least not in public). The big Apple is quickly turning the Forbidden Apple.
If you decide to have picnic in Central Park, you would need to be careful - if you decided to feed the
birds with the last crumbs of your sandwich, you could be arrest. It’s baned. Even riding your bike with
your feet off the pedals is now against the law. And you’d better have a bell on your handlebars too, or
face a fine.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
II- Give the meaning of the following phrasal verbs and idioms: (2pts)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Do one’s best : try as hard as possible_______
Break out : escape from a place/ begin suddenly
Break up : stop for holidays/ end a relationship
Be in a good mood : be happy

III- Write sentences using the following instructions: (3pts) Answers may vary
1. A sentence with « do something for a living »
________________________________________________________________________
2. A sentence with « break into »
__________________________________________________________________________
3. ONE sentence using « break up » and « be on good terms with somebody »
__________________________________________________________________________

GOOD WORK !!!

